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An ace & inherited Vedic Astrology practitioner SHUBHA JAVARIA have 
been into the art of forecasting the future from last 16 years for 
Individuals, corporates & financial markets. 

She is well known for guiding the people in practical spin and believes in 
empowering an individual by assessing future trends based on their 
Horoscope & zodiac reading, so that one can have maximum benefit & 
strategies accordingly. She has been successfully predicting the stock 
market from last 5 years extended her guidance to many investors and 
traders. 
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TRADING RANGE WILL BE ESTABLISH

NIFTY TO HAVE BOUNCE

As we clearly indicated in our last report, market witnessed negative trading sessions in the last week of October 

and will continue this trend into the first week of November too.

The market witnessed negative closing for two consecutive months. October witnessed some panic in the market 

and saw substantial drop in levels with 10th of October being the day when the bottom was created. The market 
experienced extreme volatility, however, as expected a relief rally was witnessed in the market mid week.

Astro Outlook For The Month - November 2018

Nifty will have bounce in levels attributing to positive news in the initial of the month although at interval but mixed 

sentiments will lead to volatile and unclear trends. November will play host to some important events like Diwali, 

Elections, etc. which will have its impact on the market.

As per our readings, we expect the market to bounce till 06 of November till Diwali. After that it will trade range 

bound.



Important Dates/Events This Month

Diwali: Market to have an extremely encouraging Diwali trading session.

Pre-Diwali Muhurat trading, market will witness a bounce in levels and will have a positive trading session 

on 6 November. On the Diwali Trading day, the opening will be positive but the gains will be sold off at the 

end. A good day for profit booking in Nifty.

Elections: Key event that will set the note for future market prospects. 

Elections are due to be held in certain states of India and their results will be out in December. This is one 

of the key events that markets would be facing this month which will decide the future prospects of the 
market.

As per the readings from the astro charts, during the time zone of the election there seems to be no 

indication of any positive happenings, hence it is most likely that there will not be any positive market 

sentiments around this time that markets can bank on.



Expiry

In the expiry, Nifty will experience a bounce due to short covering. Nifty will witness a positive session on the day 

before and on the day itself.

Expert Recommendations

In this month also, we suggest that our subscribers stay short term and undertake short-term trading*. Markets 

will experience movements of bounce backs as well as correction in levels in this month.

* Please refer to our weekly reports for detailed indications and recommendations to assist you with short-term 

trading.
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DISCLAIMER

Please be informed that the following details are for only purpose of
education. It is neither trading advice nor an invitation to trade. For
trading advise please have the consultation of affiliated advisor or
broker.


